
BROOK HOUSE INQUIRY 

Witness Statement of Stewart Michael Povey-Meier 

I provide this Statement in response in a request under Rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 

dated 21 February 2022. 

I, Stewart Michael Povey-Meier ofi D PA 

say as follows: 

Employment

I have worked at Brook House for almost 11 years. I started working for G4S on 

23 May 2011 as a Detainee Custody Officer. I started working in activities, which 

I did for around a year then I moved to working in the welfare office for 

approximately three years. In 2015 I was promoted to a Detainee Custody 

Manager ("DCM"') working predominantly on the wings, which I did for around 

four years. During this time, I had a short secondment of four or five months as 

Head of Safeguarding before returning back to the wings as a DCM. After this I 
went into the Audits and Compliance Department as a Manager for three years. 
In May 2020 I started working for Serco under the new contract. For the last 

year my main role has been as an Oscar 3 with Serco as a Duty Operations 

Manager CDOM"), I completed the Initial Training Course (wITM when I joined 
G4S in 2011 which involved six weeks of training, including First Aid and Control 
and Restraint. In addition to this I have completed a Silver Command course 

with HMPPS and Post incident Care Team, Safeguarding of Vulnerable adults, 
IOSH ISO 9001 Audits and Level 3 Safeguarding Adults. 

Welfare 
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Whilst I was working in Welfare I transformed it from the previous Officer in 

charge's regime. Previously, residents would be seen by appointment only. I 

realised that residents may be in crisis and did not think that a 15 minute pre-

booked appointment was adequate to their needs. I would go and see the 

residents once they had said that they wanted to see welfare and the 

appointments were not restricted to 15 minute slots. I also introduced a walk-in 

session in the afternoons which was a success. In terms of the amount of people 

seen in a month the most under the previous regime was approximately 235. I 

would see in excess of 1,000 every month for individual welfare needs. This 

was achieved by gaining an understanding the way welfare worts, what was 

regularly being asked of Welfare and providing individuals with as much time as 

they needed. I would produce monthly reports for Welfare figures which 

contained commonly asked questions and themes. I also built up a rapport with 

other immigration systems and teams. I built up a base of telephone contacts 

which meant that rather than going through a 101 switch board, I could call the 

person/team the resident needed to speak to directly. This would minimise the 

time taken to get the residents the help they needed. I built a good rapport with 

the residents and this assisted me when going into the DCM role. 

3. I was appointed temporary Head of Safeguarding in Summer 2017 but cannot 

remember exact. dates. 

I applied for the seconded role and I was successful in the interview 

process. Around the end of May 2017 I had a week with Michelle Brown, 

the former Head of Safeguarding, to learn about the role, I believe I 

started in the role in June 2017. 

b) The role was advertised in a notice to staff, and I applied in writing. There 

was then an interview process in front of two Senior Management Team 

("SM17) members and a senior member of the HR Team. 

My knowledge of this role was quite limited, but I had gained expert e 

in my role in Welfare and I was very familiar with the ACDT process. I 
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had leaned the ACDT process In my role as a DCM when I was carrying 

out reviews. 

d) There was a job description when I applied for the role, but I do not have 

this now. I learned more about the role as I was in it. I had two main 

duties. The first was to oversee the Welfare of residents in conjunction 

with my managers James Begg, Conway Edwards and Michelle Elkton. 

I would ensure that the safeguarding aspects of the contract were being 

delivered to ensure that residents were safe in our care and that staff 

had understanding of potential vulnerabilities and were aware of 

diversity issues. The second main duty was to provide monthly figures 

to Ben Saunders so that he could use them in his SMT meetings with 

the Home Office_ Figures related to the amount of self-harm incidents, 

fights in the centre (between residents), violent incidents in the centre 

(between staff and residents), the amount of times handcuffs were used 

in a Use of Force (lion event, how many times UoF was used. I later 

worked in an Audits and Compliance role which actually gave me a 

better insight into the contract and the Detention Service Orders. 

I left the role in around October 2017 as I had a period of time off work 

with stress. I believe James Begg took over the role. 

4. Around the time I was off work, I applied for a role with Royal Mail and was 

successful. They asked me to be available for a specific date so I handed in my 

notice at Brook House. In the end, it took a lot longer than expected to give me 

a start date and I was facing a period of time with no income. I therefore spoke 

to Steve Skitt and asked if I could return and he accepted immediately. I 

understand that he was grateful for my return. 

5. The period of sick leave was due to stress. 

a) It was around September — October 2017 and for a period of a few 

weeks. When I returned I went back to my form er role which did not have 

the same demands or pressures. I also missed working with the 

residents. 
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b Sensitive/Irrelevant 

I was new to the Head of Safeguarding role and there was a lot being 

asked of me. My manager. Ben Saunders, was very stressed at the time 

and he was pushing this stress onto me. He was asking a lot of me in a 

role that I didn't know much about. I was working 12 hour days. I think 

the reasons for my stress could have been managed better. I was still 

learning and it is a huge area. I had no training for the role apart from 

my previous experience. There was no mental health training or 

vulnerable adult training at the time. I did have Michelle Brown for 

support who was brilliant to me however she was learning her new role 

as Head of Security, so it was tough. In hindsight, more training was 

expired. Stove Skitt was very good and very supportive. He helped me 

by arranging free counselling through G4S. 

I no longer work for G4S as Serco took over the contract in May 2020. I am still 

employed key Serco and working at Brook House. 

:Staff .Training 

7, In my view, more scenario based training is required. We would have benefited 

from practical scenarios that were designed to deal with any difficulties that we 

faced with the detainees. For example, detainees who were experiencing poor 

mental health.. They could have had a scenario where a resident had an issue 

(i.e., self-harm) which you could deal with in a practice scenario and this would 

give us a better understanding of what the job entails. I had no mental health 

training but I was working on E Wing which is where you house vulnerable 

people who have mental health issues or are potentially suicidal. Although we 

would often defer to Healthcare, they are not on the wings ail the time, We are 

the ones who are constantly interacting with the residents and would be the first 

to notice if someone was experiencing poor mental health. We have received 

further mental health training under Serco, which has been beneficial. 
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8. The ITC was mainly theory based when I did it and I believe that setting up 

scenarios of what happens or could happen inside the centre would benefit staff 

and teach them how to deal with situations. 

9. Shadowing or mentoring in the specific areas that we are going to be working 

in would benefit staff by giving them direct experience of the area prior to being 

in that area. Although we do now have shadowing I think it should be specific to 

different areas of the centre such as the Control House, on the wings, in visits 

and in activities. These provide different challenges and it would be beneficial 

to understand the differences. Once shadowing has taken place there can be a 

period of reflection where the learning is discussed and individuals can identify 

where they think they need further training. 

10. Document HOM001470 is an email containing staff C&R training dates and 

dated 8 March 2016. I have attended C&R refresher training every year since 

the start of my career in May 2011 with G4S and now with Serco. 

11. CJS0073883 is a draft PowerPoint presentation I prepared to deliver training on 

Welfare on the ITC. This is not the PowerPoint I actually used but it was similar. 

I would deliver this training in the years I was in Welfare to the ITC course to 

provide an overview of what Welfare did. This training is still delivered now, I 

also prepared a separate scenarios package. 

12. In my Verity interview (VER000280_8) I stated that It is easy to access the 

training...it is not easy to get the training" and made a comment that there was 

a lack of 'consistency". I cannot remember what I meant by the comment in 

relation to training. I think perhaps it was easy to identify training we wanted to 

do but hard to get it organised. In regards to consistency I believe this was to 

do with the lack of consistent staff in the same area in the centre. Consistency 

of staff with the experience and training in a particular area helped to build trust 

between staff and residents. 

13. On 9th June 2017, I told Callum Tulley that I would be attending "a review" in 

Birmingham (TRN0000090,12). The review was a monthly or quarterly review 
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that the Centre Director, Ben Saunders, had with his boss Jerry Pethwick. It was 

a review of the contract including where the penalty points were given out, what 

fines were paid to the Home Office for which failings and what preventative 

measures could be put in place. If KPIs had not been metthen penalties (firms) 

were paid, for example if cleaning was kept to the standard expected. I was 

there to assist with questions surrounding Safeguarding. 

14. In July 2017, I kientified a need for mental health training (INC/000085 1). On 3 

August 2018 I received one day of training on Mental Health First Aid and I have 

since completed a two-day course with Serco on 10 and 11 March 2021. 

Management Structure at Brook House 

15. The management structure at Brook House has changed a lot over the past 11 

years. I believe G4S would be able to deal with who reported to whom at a 

particular time. I have been asked to comment on certain individuals which I do 

below. I am unaware of any grievances in relation to any of them: 

Ben Saunders - He was the Centre Director was generally helpful and 

easy to talk to. It was only when the Panorama news came out that he 

was different and he placed a lot of pressure on me. This is likely due to 

the pressure put on him and he apologised to me afterwards. During this 

time I was working 12 hour days, often more. I cannot remember what I 

meant by the comment that he 'wasn't strictly honest" with me in 

VE R000280 4-5. 

b) Steve Skitt - He was Deputy Director and later the Security Manager. I 

would work alongside him weekly during a meeting with Home Office 

and until the beginning of this year he was my direct manager. 

Professionally he is very knowledgeable about custodial settings, very 

helpful and very easy to talk to. As mentioned earlier, he was very 

supportive when I was off work for a period of sick leave. 
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c) Sarah Newland - Sarah Is now the Deputy Director and previously 

worked at Tinsley House. I have not had many dealings with Sarah 

despite her being at the IRC for longer than myself. I have 

always found her to be very knowledgeable and very professional 

d) Sara Edwards - Sara first worked as a ©CM and then at Tinsley House 

in Safeguarding. She has always been keen to make a difference and 

undertakes her role to make improvements for residents. 

e) Juls Williams - Juls was my manager when I was firsi a ©CM. I had a 

lot of time for him as he would always support me. 

Michelle Brown - Michelle was always very supportive to me during my 

time especially when I was working in Welfare. She helped me to be 

successful in my career at Brook House. 

g) Dan Haughton - Dan was my manager when I was in the Audits 

department and our working relationship was very healthy. He is very 

knowledgeable and liked by everyone. He was always given a lot of work 

so to get time with him was hard, but he wanted to help everyone as 

much as he could. 

Staffieg.tevels

16. I was aware that recruitment and in particular retention was difficult. I can only 

say from my point of view that retention in this field is not great and the amount 

of people that left was high. It took a while to replace people once they had left. 

17. I have been asked to commenton the finding of Kate Lampand and Ed Marsden 

that there was a lack of senior management capacity" at Brook House 

(MO05923_77), We didn't know any different during the relevant period, so it 

is difficult to comment. With the benefit of hindsight, I think there should have 

been more staff in senior management. After the Relevant Period GAS 

implemented a middle management system. So for a period of time there was 
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a Head of Safeguarding and a Deputy Head of Safeguarding, a Head of Security 

and a Deputy Head of Security etc. This made a huge difference in my opinion. 

18. I have been asked to comment on repot received by Kate Lam pard and Ed 

Marsden that: 

a) DCMs received no formal training fortheir role (CdS005923 82). I would 

say this was true when I was first in my role. I was given about 30 

minutes of shadowing but not much after that. 

b) DCMs were often unable to conduct their own duties due to the need to 

stand in for colleagues or to fulfil other operational requirements 

(CdS00592380). This was sometimes the case. I would be 

predominantly on B Wing (the induction wing). I would ensure that all my 

staff had their breaks and then I would have an hour break at 6 o'clock. 

I would never leave another officer by themselves on a 120 person wing, 

which often meant I was restricted in my duties. 

The demands of work meant that DCMs had insufficient time to devote 

to the Comdel apprenticeship programme (CJS005923 84). I was not 

offered the Comdel apprenticeship programme so I cannot comment. 

Culture and Environment. 

19.. In my witness questionnaire, I state that 'The SMT could have managed staff 

lbetter„.The SMT could be in meetings for 3 to 4 hours and you couldn't always 

get an immediate decision when needed'. 

a) We would sometimes require guiding on how to deal with a particular 

individual or incident. We were also required to keep the SMT informed 

of what was happening.. 
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b) At the time, if the SMT were in a meeting then then they were 

unavailable. Now we ask their PA to see if they can come out of the 

meeting for 5 minutes to speak with us. 

I would have raised this verbally as a concern at the time, but I cannot 

recall whether there was a response. 

20, In my view, the SMT needed to be more in touch with what was happening on 

the shop floor. 

a) This would have assisted staff in knowing they had support from a team 

that knew what we were facing on a daily basis. 

b) I may have raised this as a concern but I cannot: now recall. 

21. In my Verity interview, I said that working on the win s can be quite stressful" 

(VER000280_8). If there were challenging individuals on the wings then this 

could be challenging especially in E wing as we could be dealing with people 

attempting self-harm regularly or individuals taking an unknown substance. 

There was always the potential of having to remove people that didn't want to 

go, or individuals falling out with each other. Sometimes we were seen by 

residents as the enemy rather than being there to help and support them.. Low 

staffing levels meant that we were not equipped to deal with everything. 

22. On the induction wing (B Wing) I would speak to all the individuals about the 

centre and give a brief overview. I would look at all the paperwork to ensure an 

induction had been completed before signing paperwork off, I also assisted with 

getting various departments to see individuals that may need further support for 

example the Welfare or the Chaplaincy teams. I would ensure that the wing ran 

smoothly and that the rules were being adhered to. The process beck then 

wasn't as detailed as It could have been and my main concern was that we only 

did 3 observations during 24 hours. In my opinion it should have been over at 

least 48 hours to allow us to assess how someone is responding to being 

detained, especially a person for who it is their first time in detention. A longer 
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induction would have allowed us to better manage the resident's expectations, 

and it could be intimidating moving from a smaller induction wing to a larger 

wing with twice as many residents. I did raise this with senior managers at the 

time. 

23. Activities was often under-resourced as there was only three people in activities 

(one for the library, one for sports and one for IT). If there was a staff shortage 

then these people would be taken away from their activities duties and used as 

escorts, for example. I do not think it was poorly managed, there was just a lack 

of resourcing. 

24. In July 2017, I described myself as "a Yes man..in activities.,,wasn't as bad as 

warned on training" (INIQ000085_1). I do not recall these statements and I do 

not know what I meant by them. The document does not jog my memory. 

25. I have been asked to give my opinion on the standards of hygiene and 

cleanliness in Brook House, with reference to a remark I made that although 

cleaning had been identified as an issue, Brook House was "cleaner than most 

of the other cenires"(TRN0000090.212). This is in relation to a comment made 

by Steve Brinkworth who would come to Brook House monthly and who would 

inspect our centre and serveries and his feedback was that the centre was 

cleaner than most others. I myself never had any concerns over the wing 

cleanliness. I thought the wing cleaners did it to a good standard back then. I 

must admit that the standard of cleanliness now is much better than it was back 

then. 

Use of Forpg 

26. There was an unplanned Use of Force against D2034 on 22nd May 2017 

(CJS005548, CJ5005618, CJ S0073535). 

The resident was on the netting and refusing to come off. I tried along 

with DCO Derek Murphy to talk to him and persuade him to come off the 

netting which he did not do at the time. This was explained to Oscar 1 

Dean Brackenbridge, and then I loft the scene. I believe that the resident 
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had said that if we left he would get off the netting, The next thing I know► 
was that the resident was being walked down to the Care and 

Separation Unit ("CSU") as when I came out of the lift into the central 

corridor I saw Oscar 1 and DCO Kai Clark with the resident. 

b) I did not see the U 

full circumstances. 

Force as I was not present so do not know the 

I had concerns about DCO Kai Clark and the way he dealt with the 

incident. After the incident I found out that he had taken► his keys, shoes, 

and utility belt off leaving his keys unattended. He told me he had left 

them in the C&R stairwell in D wing because he had to do "stealth ninja 

style" stuff, I challenged him after the incident and ask him what 

happened. I wrote a Security Information Report ("SIR") about his 

removal of his clothes, leaving his keys unattended and his comment 

when I challenged him. 

d) The Post-Closure Review Form for D2034 completed on 9th June 2017 

(CJS003872 4) was in relation to a review that I conducted on the 

resident seven days after his ACDT was closed, to see if he needed any 

further support This meeting is also used to assess whether they need 

a further ACDT document opening. It is not directly linked to the UoF 

incident. 

27, There was planned Use of Force against D390 on 5th June 2017, 

a) I had originally been speaking with the resident about a move that the 

Horne Office had set up. He was due to move to Harmondsworth for an 

asylum claim. He claimed that he had not made this claim so I confirmed 

this with the Home Office. The Home Office said that he had produced 

legal documentation and they had taken what he said in the document 

as an asylum claim as it stated that he would be in danger if he returned 

to his home country. I advised him he should go with the escorts and 

inform the Asylum team at Harmondsworth when he gets there that he 

doesn't want to claim asylum, if that's what he wanted to do, as this is 
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what the on-site Home Office representative advised me to tell him. 

Then In 2 or 3 days he should be back at Brook house. There was no 

issues or animosity when I had this conversation with him. I said that I 

wanted him to walk with me to the escort and he said he didn't want. to. 

I informed him that if he didn't go willingly then we would have to use 

force. The escort team arrived and went to the external door on A wing 

along the internal perimeter. I did a briefing with the team, Before the 

briefing, Mr Tully had left the room. I thought it was to get his PPE kit. 

He then returned before I started the briefing. Mr Tully knew that he 

needed to get his kit on as he was the handcuff officer. We went to room 

A210. The plan was to speak to the resident that wasn't being moved to 

ask him to move out of the area. He refused to move and went back to 

sit on his bed. At this point, I noticed that there was a slippery path of 

water outside the door. I knew that the kettle had recently been boil 

because you could see the steam corning out of it. and the lid was open. 

This is deemed as a risk. Historically things have happened with boiling 

water. The residents have used boiling water as a threat and it can be 

combined with sugar. At this point, it was deemed necessary and 

proportionate to go in and use force to remove him. The team took 

control of the resident. After a few seconds, he was escorted down to 

the Tascor crew to be transported. 

b) I was supervisor of this incident. I was in control of the removal and there 

to assist them should they need any help. We are also there to intervene 

if there are any issues. Due his refusal to move and the risk with the 

kettle and the water on the floor outside and not knowing whether there 

was further liquid on the inside of the room, I consider the force used to 

be reasonable and proportionate. 

I had no concerns about any of the staff members involved In the UoF, 

d) Jon Collier's finding was that we should have allowed D390 "a further, 

and last, opportunity...to walk from the noon' (1140000111 63). The 

initial plan was to do this but due to the circumstances (the roommate 
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not willing to come out of the room, water lying on the floor in front of the 

room and the resident boiling a kettle of water with the lid up) I confirmed 

to the team that in my view the risk assessment and the dynamic had 

changed, This is the reason the force was necessary and proportionate. 

I understand that Callum Tulley's assertion was that he was "at no point 

told to put on kit..so had to attend in his ordinary uniform" 

(CPS000048_i).. In the document CPS00004B Callum Tulley states on 

the tenth line ho was "called to get kitted up." In video BBC 000407 At 

3:09 concerns raised by the team about him not being in kit and at 3:15 

Callum Tulley clearly states on camera "I said I would get kitted up" I 

would say that he was aware that he was told to get his kit on. I also 

remember asking him where his kit was whilst in the staff room before 

the briefing. This was when he had left the staff area for a period of time 

when I believed he was going to get the PPE but returned in his unifonn 

and I asked him where his kit was. This was before the filming in BBC 

000407 starts. 

in order to effect a planned removal, we wear PPE for protection for all 

involved, 01851 is entitled to his opinion of how he felt and it was 

certainly not meant for him to feel this way. I remember going to check 

on him afterwards to ensure he was ok and at the time I had no concerns 

after speaking with him. If he did have concerns, then I would have put 

him on a support plan. I would have offered to move rooms or bring a 

new roommate in that he knew, but he didn't take me up on this offer, 

In regards to D1851 stating that we not care what [he] had to say 

at all..." in the audio he can be heard saying "I am not moving". 

28. There was an unplanned Use of Force against D2830 on 12th July 2017 

(CJS005577). 

I was the Duty Director according to the paperwork and was present but 

not involved during the C&R. I do not remember any further details of 

this incident. 
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Abuse of Statfby Detained Persons 

29. 1 have been referred to a number of reports in relation to abuse of staff by 

detained persons. These are: 

Report on 10th April 2017 that 0911 had been harassing two female 

officers (CJS005025 5); 

b) Report on 14th April 2017 that 0687 had thrown water at officers 

(CJ S004770_5-8); 

Report on 16th April 2017 that D1103 had been verbally abusive to an 

officer (CJS005113..5) 

d) Report on 26th May 2017 that 01978 had threatened to take someone 

hostage (CJS004689_.6) and on 1st June 2017 that he had been 

continually disruptive in Healthcare (CJ 5044679_5); 

Report on 8th June 2017 that 01531 had followed a female officer 

around, and had been verbally abusive to another officer 

(CJS005000...2, 7), and on 14th July 2017 that his behaviour was 

escalating (CJS004925_.3); 

Report on 27th June 2017 that D87 had tried to smash a CCTV camera 

and threatened to "smash and burn the whole centre down' 

(W50055215). 

As can be seen from the documents, I was copied into mails in relation to the 

incidents for my information or to request me to speak to the individual involved. 

I would usually be asked to do this as I had a good rapport with residents. If I 

had taken any particular action then there would be an email from me to the 

security team informing them what I had done. tr I was Duty Director then I was 

usually copied in for information. 
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30. On 28th April 2017, I witnessed an incident in which Dan-en Lunn was 

threatened and abused by 0197 (CJ5004961, 0J5005073). I wrote an SIR in 

relation to this, E do not recall any details other than what is recorded in the SIR. 

31. I did not always feel safe in my role at Brook House because some residents 

could be unpredictable. However, I used my interpersonal skills to ensure that I 

had the best tools to help me in my role. Improvement could have been made 
by having more staff I believe there is "safety in numbers" and knowing there 

was adequate support would have been beneficial. 

Complaints by and Incidents  involving. Detainees 

32. In my view, a serious incident is anything where there is a PSU investigation 

related or where there is police involvement. Every complaint should be dealt 

with correctly, but if it is serious it should go up to the PSU to investigate. I never 

had any involvement in a PSU investigation. 

33. In conversation with Derek Murphy and Callum Tolley on 11th June 2017, it is 
said that I referred to a detainee who "had a knife„.with six razor blades along 

the top of it. ..they were sort of like at angles, so it would proper do damage" 

(TRN0000082_7, CPS000059 2). I do not recall this incident, and I imagine I 

was referring to something that had happened in the past. 

34. I have been asked about my involvement in the response to the following 

complaints made by detained persons. I cannot recall any details other than 
what is contained in the paperwork.

a) CJS001400_14: According to the paperwork I was to be sent a copy of 

the response that Conway Edwards was to write. I have no recollection 

of this complaint. 
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b) CJS001406_177 I believe 1 was on holiday during this period, when I 

came back from holiday it was the time we were working on evidence 

gathering for Panorama so I do not remember this incident. 

c) CJS001381_3; DCM James Begg dealt with this complaint, It was 

allocated to him as per my instruction in the email. 

Cl)CJS001394_4: I allocated this complaint to DCM Shane Farrell and 

asked DCM Chris Donnelly to source a phone for him, I possibly 

reviewed the response but there is no email in the evidence to say that 

I did. 

CJS001415 7: I asked Nathan Harris to conduct a fact finding on the 

complaint and to speak with "Teyron Evans and Steve Dix. 

CJS001425:10: I allocated the complaint to James Begg and reviewed 

his response 

g) CJS0014144_9: I allocated this complaint and reviewed the response to 

make sure I was happy with it. 

h) CJ 500148010: I allocated this complaint and reviewed the response to 

make sure I was happy with it. 

i) CJ S001481_6; I allocated this complaint and reviewed the response to 

make sum I was happy with it. 

j) CJS001510..:12: I allocated this complaint and reviewed the response to 

make sure I was happy with it. I also suggested slight amendments to 

the response. 

k) HOM005405_1• 3: I investigated this complaint and wrote the respon 
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CJS000651, Row 28: I invest t st i this complaint and wrote the 

re snse. 

35. I have been asked to set out my involvement in the following incidents: 

a) Incident involving a protest by detainees on 14th April 2017, in which 

you were "asked to take the post of on-scene Bronze" (H0M003039_2): 

There was a protest on 11 Wing courtyard where residents were refusing 

to come off the courtyard. Steve l..aughton asked me to place myself in 

the library as Bronze Commander' to look over the courtyard. If I then 

saw any changes, I could report this to the Silver Commander. I recall 

that some of the residents were writing messages to me on their phone 

and showing me a text through the window. I would then relay these

messages onto the Silver Commander. 

b) Incident on 16th April 2017 involving 02594, who refused to share a 

bedroom with another detainee (CJ5005374): As per the SIR, I granted 

the resident a single occupancy bedroom based on his comments. We 

couldn't trust him to be in a /uVIII with the individual at the time because 

of his comments. I also checked that a risk assessment had been 

completed on whether he could share a room. This was done by Anne. 

It didn't highlight any concerns as to why he couldn't share. I relayed to 

security what he has stated. It would then be for security to carry out any 

further checks. I cannot remember what happened after this. My 

involvement was limit to writing the SIR and giving the information to 

security. 

Incident involving D687 on 19th April 2017, in which he threatened to 

'cause issues during the night" (CJS005156): I wrote an SIR to security 

as pre the report An SIR is used to alert security to new information. 

The SIR Is sent off and security provide a time frame depending on the 

seriousness of what is contained in the report.. The Duty Director then 

adds their comments. Security then collates the information. 
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d) Incident on 30th April 2017, in which a fight broke out between detainees 

over debts (CJS004610): I wrote this SIR. I do not recall any further 

information. 

e) Incident on 23rd May 2017, in which D434 jumped onto netting to avoid 

being taken on a charter flight (CJS005141 2): I wrote the SIR. The 

resident went on to the netting in protest because another resident had 

been released and he had not. I do not recall any further information in 

relation to the incident. 

Incident on 1st June 2017, in which 0149 was acting aggressively whilst 

in possession of a knife (CJ5005083, CJS007137). I was the Primary 

Case Manager during the hourly observations of 0149 on this date 

(CJS001179_2) and I completed a Post-Closure Review Form for D149 

on 11th June 2017 (CJS0009722): When an ACDT is open, you 

allocate a manager to operate the case review. We are trained to have 

consistency by having the same manager. You also have a secondary 

case manager who can step in. I was put down as the primary case 

manager as I was the one who was doing the majority of the reviews for 

this ACDT. I did the post closure review on this following his ACDT. I 

met with him to see how he was. There was no concern with regards to 

his wellbeing, but there was a concern with drug use. 

g) Incident on 21st July 2017, in which a prohibited telephone was found 

in the possession of D3075 (CJS004808,...5): There is an email to me to 

say there was a prohibited phone found, and it was on security's desk 

to come and collect. I cannot recollect if I ever collected it or anything 

further about the incident. 

h) Incident on 25th July 2017, in which prohibited items were found in 

0821's bedroom (CJ 5004832 5): As duty director I would have been 

informed about prohibited items being found in a resident's room, I more 

than likely would have followed up on this to find out how it happoned 
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but I cannot remember exact details. I didn't have anything involvement 

in the incident prior to preparing this report. 

Incident in June 2017, when Callum Tulley was accused of sexually 

assaulting a detainee (TRN0000086...16-19): 1 think this is the incident 

where the resident touched an officer's keys and claimed that the officer 

had sexually assaulted him. I gave the resident the crime reference 

number which seemed to cairn him down. I can't remember any further 

involvement I had in this. It would have been handed over to the police. 

Individual Welfare 

36. I have been asked to provide details of the Anti-Bullying Strategy Investiiga►t 
that took place, and provide examples of my involvement in them 

(VER000280_16). 1 no longer have access to the policy documents but I was 

involved in conducting the anti•-bullying investigations ("ABI"), and my role would 

have been to investigate the accusations and write a report. They are either 

started by an SIR or a verbal resident compliant. We then conduct interviews 

with all parties involved (including victim and alleged perpetrator). If, following 

the interview, the allegations are substantiated, we can complete various 

documentsfforinsto outline action that needs to be taken. If the allegations are 

unsubstituted, noa further action was required. I was involved in conducting these 

investigations and completing any associated forms. Potential outcomes are: 

a) Monitoring the matter via ACDT 

b) Providing support to perpetrator to stop their behaviour 

c) providing to the victim 

d) SIRs can► be submitted 

e) Moving the perpetrator or victim to another part of the centre or to 

another detention centre. 

37. On 16th June 2017, 1 received reports that D1487 was being bullied and 

sexually harassed by D1956 (CJS004987 5). I was copied into the email for 

information, but I did not have any involvement other than that. 
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38. In August 2017, an investigation was carried out in response to D732's 

allegation that he had been sexually harassed and assaulted whilst at Brook 

House, and that staff had not aided him. I had a conversation with D732 and he 

as adamant that he did not wish for any police involvement" (HON/002703 1-

.2). 1 made sure the incident was reported to the police by security. I then 

obtained the police reference number and provided this to the resident. I was 

then asked to confirm with the resident whether he wanted any further 

involvement with the ice and he was adamant that he didn't. 

39. The Inquiry has identified a number of case reviews that I attended, involving 

detainees that were struggling with mental health issues. We received training 

on how to conduct an ACDT but nothing specific in relation to how we 

communicate with detainees suffering from these issues.. As long as the 

resident is open and forthcoming in communicating with us regarding his 

difficulties, the reviews can be effective and we can discuss the best support for 

them. The observations of detained persons by staff members were adequately 

carried out as set out in the case reviews, but in my view the observations in 

the report were a minimum and every time a resident on an ACDT was 

interacting with staff I would have liked that to have been recorded to gain a full 

picture of how the resident was coping and Interacting with staff. 

40. On 11th April 2017, I was asked to speak to D1531, who was 'lost in the 

system"and suffering from a lack of family support (CJSG05506 54). I recall 

that this was a young man who needed more stimulation and activities. I knew 

him quite well so I would have gone to speak with him and with the staff on his 

wing to encourage them to keep engaging with him. It was concerning that he 

1 making a bail application or and was quite content to live in the centre. 

cannot recall the outcome of these efforts. 

41. At a Senior Management Team Meeting on 29th June 2017, I was tasked with 

"arranging for Conway Edwards and Michele Eggleton to speak to Healthcare 

about the SLP requirements of adults at risk" (CJS000503_1). I cannot recall 

why it was felt that Healthcare was "not grasping" the requirements of adults at 

risk nor how this issue was resolved. I imagine there was a meeting to discuss 
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information sharing and strategy. This was Conway Edwards' area so he would 
placed to deal with the issue. 

42. Document CJS004811 relates to the escape risk posed by 01875. I was 

conducting an ACDT review. As part of this review, I spoke with the Home 

Office. The Home Office provided me with information that this resident had 

attempt to escape immigration enforcementteam before being brought to Brock 

House. I was just providing this information to security so they were aware ri 

the risk and could put him on the 'escape risk list. 

43. In my witness questionnaire, I describe a detainee who was vulnerable and was 
eventually taken into Social Services' care because of his mental health issues. 

I believe his name am unsure of nationality but he 
may have been Eritrean. I think he was detained in 2017. He was 

involved in an altercation and put on Rule 40. West Sussex Social 
Services were aware of him. 

b) I cannot remember the names of the Healthcare staff involved but it may 

have been Dr 02zerally. 

c) The steps I took to assist this detainee was to ask the doctors what they 

can do for him in regards to referring him to mental health services. 

d) There were meetings between West Sussex County Council Social 
Services and G4S after the event with the aim to help share information 

and provide addition care when vulnerable adults leave the centre into 

the West Sussex area, 

Accessio .

44. I have been referred to a number of documents which include reports relating 

to the use or suspected use of drugs amongst detained persons. 
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a) CJS004642 — I am copied in to an email that has bean sent to the 

safeguarding team, so I was aware of the incident. 

b) CJS004725 — I was part of the team of three that conducted a room 

search and found items photographed and sealed. I wrote an SIR about 

what was found. Security would have details of the outcome and any 

measures taken. 

c) CJ5004790 — If someone gets property would go down to the wing 

office and book a property appointment to collect it. I was suspicious that 

other residents were interested in when the property was arriving and it 

became a security concern. This was information I obtained and put it in 

an SIR. I believe the property was x-rayed and there was suspected 

Cannabis found contained in the item and the police took it away. 

d) CdS004822 — As is recorded in the SIR, I was called to the room where 

a resident was expected to be under the influence of an unknown 

substance. The other resident in the room tried to dispose of paper in 

the bin and this had suspected drugs in. The SIR I completed was to 

report that the resident was under the influence and that his roommate 

was in possession of drugs. 

e) Cd5004845 — I was called to a r LAHTI where several residents were 

suspected to have been under the influence of an unknown substance, 

The room and residents were searched for anything they shouldn't have, 

Healthcare were called to attend and assess the individuals. I submitted 

an SIR containing details of the search. 

CJ5004924 — The resident came to staff with a concern about possible 

drugs use and the resident was moved. This is another example of 

reporting intelligence to security that the resident is taking drugs. 

g) CJS005027 This related to suspected unknown substance seen in a 

pouch of tobacco and a room search was conducted. 
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CJS005040 was informed by DCO Joe Bryant that there had been 

an unknown substance found and that he had taken it to security. I wrote 

the SIR to pass on the information to security. 

CJS005047— A resident disclosed information to me about passibility of 

drugs coming in via post/Parcel for a particular resident. I therefore 

submitted an SIR. I believe that the post was intercepted and drugs were 

found. 

CJS005066 — The resident provided information about method of drugs 

potentially coming in via shoes and I submitted an SIR. Cannot 

remember if the information led to any discovery of drugs concealed in 

S 

k) CJS005159 — I was asked to keep an eye on the individuals' movement 

on the wings for any suspicious activity. I do not know who this related 

to as it is not disclosed arid I am unaware of any further outcome. 

CJS005259 — Two residents had an argument/altercation regarding 

what one resident had said about drug payment/supply. One of the 

residents was moved to E Wing for his own safety as per the SIR. I recall 

that the recommendation was a target room search. I am unaware of 

what was done subsequently because of lack of details regarding the 

residents to trigger my memory. 

m) CJS005346 — I was present when a search was conducted on individual 

due to suspected possession of drugs. An unknown substance and 

medication was found. I cannot recall any further details. 

n) CJS005495 — Intelligence was passed to me by a resident that I reported 

in an SIR. I do not recall whether anything further occurred, but security 

would have had the details.

45. The only measures in place to monitor detained persons who were known to be 

or suspected of being involved in dealing drugs was via information shared by 

security of any drug suspicions. If we learned of any such behaviour it would be 
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reported to security in an SIR. There was also visits from the Forward Trust 

previously RAPT, but I'm unsure when they first came into the centre. They 

would work with those who may have had some involvement in drugs. 

Disciptinary Imiestieations 

46. lwas involved in disciplinary cases during the Relevant Period. 

I investigated Neil Timms in relation to failing to foilow proper procedure. 

I believe it was in relation to not getting two signatures on a bag of cash 

that was over £1000. When you take in excess of £1000 for a resident, 

you must bag it up and report it to the Home Office finance team. You 

are also required to get two signatures on the bag. This investigation 

was passed over to be from Michelle Brown. There would have been an 

outcome letter from HR regarding the outcome. 

b) In relation to the investigation regarding Teyron Evans (CJS0073342), I 

had no involvement on this incident despite being named. I believe 

Nathan Ring was Myron Evans line manager and was tasked to speak 

with her and be involved in the investigation. 

47 On 14th April 2017, Jason Murphy asked to speak with me regarding DCO 

Nathan Williams, stating that there was "no grief. _but he needs words of advice" 

(CA0053395-6). I cannot recall what this "advice" was in relation to and 

whether the advice was effective. It was an informal way of addressing 

behaviour that fell below the standard expected but without the need for a 

disciplinary or anything formal. 

Panorama Broadcast and Aftermath 

48. I was shocked by some of the footage that was shown on the Panorama and 

could not believe some of what went on, I had never witnessed racist language 

before and that is totally unacceptable. If I'd have seen it I would have raised 

the matter with 'Speak Up' which was a private line where you could report
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concerns. It was disappointing as there were so many officers doing a good job 

that it did not show the balance and focussed only on the negative but that's to 

be expected. 

49. I was tasked to meet with all the named residents (including 0865 and D1275) 

that were still in our care and explain that the programme was being aired and 

they would be shown in the programme. I was asked to see whether they had 

any concerns and they were offered to move to E Wing if they felt the need to. 

One individual took this opportunity the others didn't express a need. 

50. In relation to Panorama: 

There is no explanation for the behaviour shown and mistreatment 

should never have been a part of life at Brook. House. 

b) Senior Management do have a responsibility to an extent as they are 

overall in charge and should have been more present on the shop floor. 

This could have helped to identify any troubling behaviour or culture 

before it became an issue. Having said that, it is hard to address 

behaviour you are not aware of. 

51.. In my witness questionnaire, I state that in order to improve individual health, 

safety and welfare at Brook House, officers should have a greater 

understanding of the Home Office's role and their terminology. 

Better training on mental health and Vulnerable Adults would be a 

massive improvement. It is better now under Serco but could always 

imorove. 

b) A better understanding of mental health and how to deal with and 

support those with mental health issues would enable to us to property 

assess their needs and make improvements to their care. 
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Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that 
proceedings for contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or 
causes to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth 
without an honest belief in its truth.. 

I am content for this witness statement to form part of the evidence before the Brook 
House Inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 

Signature 
to 
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